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Armando hasudungan videos

Biography of Armando Hasudungan Faigl student and Science Communicator at the Garvan Institute for Medical Research in Sydney, Australia. He prepared hand-drawn video tutorials on a range of scientific topics from the basics of Anatomy and Erology to Biosyn births and more complex immunos.
Classified by: Field of Body System Research Body Systems Research On September 11, Dr. Armando Hasudungan, a successful online medical educator, is presented at the inaugural event of the Association for Health Innovation and Technology: Innovation in The Health Speakers Night. Read our
interview with him below! Transforming the way medical students, a hand-drawn guide at a time From nitty gritty of biopsy to the beauty of embryos to labyrinths of neurosctrology, Dr. Armando Hasudungan Faigl has amassed a religion-like following on YouTube for his unique illustrations that simplify
even the most catchy concepts. Since 2011, Armando has amassed 61,990,818 YouTube views with over 800,000 subscribers. In fact, some of her more popular uploads on the female fertility system and also about endo endotic have over 1 million views each. His work has been recognized by the like of
Faber-Castell Australia, who sponsored his videos. After the success of the channel, his new site hosted nearly 400 videos by category to make his content more accessible. His efforts to enrich his understanding of biology and medicine over the past seven years have proved invaluable to students
around the world. Some diagrams of Dr. Armando Hasudungan in a video focusing on diabetes From boarding school in Toowoomba, QLD, to teaching English to students in Japan, to a degree in Biomedical Sciences at the university, Armando always hoped to become a physiotherapist. But, after a
change of heart, he decided to pursue a medical degree at the University of Notre Dame (2014-2017). He is now a junior doctor at St George's Hospital in Sydney. Join us as we delve into the mind of an incredible home innovation in our Q&amp;A below! Textbook-educated people. Visual learning. Sound
learner. Which style do you prefer and why? In high school, I just followed the standard. I read if I had to, I would have listened if I had to, I would have presented if I had to. I never thought I had a specific learning style until I started Biomedical Sciences, where I found I was definitely a visual learning
person. I will always look at diagrams and summarize diagrams to understand concepts. I also love watching videos to understand more concepts. What makes you grow your YouTube channel? I have no plans for it. I did it out of great why not? I already have an existing YouTube channel called Armando
Hasudungan, where it's just my username. And then I decided to upload one this, which I created for a college presentation. I see that people have watched it and actually commented. But not only that, I learned that by making these videos I was able to understand the topic more and that's what made
me want to want More. I realize that people benefit from it too to motivate me more. It's a hobby rather than a planned-out thing. Dr. Armando Hasudungan at Somit Innovation in Health Speaker Night How do you see your YouTube channel growing? I really want to try to combine more videos on specific
topics that are lacking online. Such as in pharmacology, clinical anatomy and embryonics for example. And make channels that may be different and different animations for that, not necessarily the kind I make. It would be great in the future if I would get others involved in this business. Get more
cartoons, get more communication. Can you tell us about an exciting opportunity that you already have in medicine? In medical school, I was able to get a casual position with the Garvan Institute for Medical Research as a Science Communicator. That's because they know my job as a drawer. Basically,
there was a lot of research that they wanted me to illustrate them and explain in a video. There were other opportunities when I was in medical school, mainly related to my drawings and scientific communication. There are things like Quitline where they want me to create a series of videos about quit
smoking. Also, Sydney Children's Hospital wanted me to create a video about genetic testing. How important is scientific communication now in the field of research? I feel that scientific communication is extremely important. In the field of research, you have a group of people who do research; very
intelligent, intelligent, science-based people who know everything about the lab or about data. But they don't know how to explain it to others if they want to forward this information. Being able to communicate effectively is very important. If you find a breakthrough in research, and you want to explain it to
the public, you'll want the public to be able to understand what the whole thing is about. I think having someone who specializes in that is pretty important. Especially again because there are different demographics, like parisied or even children for that matter. When you were in medical school, how did
you prepare for the exam? I would prepare for the exam with a small group of at least 2-3 people, and actually go through each learning goal and take turns answering it. That way you're teaching the group, you're explaining a concept to the group and you'll get corrected if you're wrong. I think this is very
useful because when you can explain something and when people understand it shows you understand the concept. What is the SOMIT Team with Dr. Armando Hasudungan What are your tips for medical students about creativity? You really need to think outside the box. Think about new ideas that can
improve someone's health or improve the health system – making it more effective. There are different ways. One of the most important things it's research. If you have a passion for something you should do it because you are interested in it and you want to improve your skills in that area. Naturally what
happens is that you will get the opportunity, you will meet like-willed people and opportunities will arise from there and it can lead you somewhere. What's next for you? I want to be trained as an expert in rheumatism or cancer. I would also like to share my passion for educating, teaching other students
and colleagues, and hopefully spend some time there on online education, improving on the current site I have. If there are any students who have drawing, animation or teaching skills as a whole and would like to be involved in any Dr. Hasudungan job, please contact him on
Armandohasudungan@gmail.com. ja opettaja · LääkäriNäytä kaikkiSivun läpinäkyvyysFacebook näyttää tietoja, joiden avulla ymmärrät sivun tarkoitusta paremmin. Katso, millaisia toimintoja sivua hallinnoivat ja sisältöä julkaisevat ihmiset tekevät. Näytä kaikki Latest News Hey now you can download the
pictures and print them yourself! Learn more » �js/skolotājs · ĀrstsSkatīt visusPage TransparencyFacebook is displaying information to help you better understand the purpose of a Page. See the actions of people who manage and post content. Skatīt visu Doctor's viral educational video has attracted
over 85 million hits on YouTube Dr Armando Hasudungan Faigl BACHELOR OF MEDICINE / BACHELOR OF SURGERY CLASS 2018 Combining artistic talent with a passion for science has led to success spreading to the School of Medicine, Sydney alumni, Dr Armando Hasudungan Faigl. What
started as a personal learning technique to retain information in 2011 has now become a unique educational resource on YouTube for students worldwide. Dr. Hasudungan's YouTube channel features hand-drawn visual illustrations to explain complex medical concepts such as breathing mechanisms,
carbohydrate biopsy, and the female fertility system. He currently has more than 1.2 million subscribers. I had to draw everything out, make it connect, make it flow, make it look like a story–that's what worked for me, recalled Dr. Hasudungan. I'm doing my hobby (drawing), as well as learning, so it's a
win-win situation for me. I can also help others. Reaction to the video has been overwhelmingly positive, with one viewer claiming his video tutorial 'saved their medical education'. It made me feel very good knowing that my videos and website were helping people. I never expected it to get so big; I'm
really very lucky.. The video reinforces Dr. Hasudungan's belief that communication in science is just as valuable as the research behind it. From my personal experience, I have found that a good doctor is one of the people who can communicate and best sympathize with their patients. You can find Dr.
Armando Faigl and his videos on YouTube, Instagram and Facebook: @armandohasudungan. From my personal experience, I have found a good doctor who can best communicate and sympathize with their patients. Alumni Magazine - Page 9 M E D I C I N E Made with FlippingBook
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